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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we have been explored the brief review about the intrusion detection system. This review emphasizes about how to automatically and systematically build adaptable and extensible advanced intrusion detection system using data mining techniques and how to provide in-built prevention policies in the detection system so that it will reduce network administrator’s system re-configuration efforts and application of sentiment analysis to enhance its performance. Intrusion detection and prevention is really widely researched filed and still there is a scope for its advancements. This review gives the requirement of advancement in current intrusion detection systems based on data mining technique in its introduction section. In related work, it focuses on the growth and research contributions made in the field of security with intrusion detection and prevention. In the section of objectives, it concludes the current research requirements and use of possible techniques to step forward in intrusion detection and prevention. Finally, the possible applications of the proposed research work are highlighted to make its sense in society and conclusion provides the actual research direction based on the review.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Today, every business is depending on network. Mostly, because of business needs, enterprises and government agencies have developed sophisticated, complex information networks, incorporating technologies as diverse as distributed data storage systems, encryption techniques, Voice over IP (VoIP), remote and wireless access, and Web services. These networks have become more permeable as business partners access services via extranets, customers interact with the network through e-commerce transactions or Customer Relationship Management (CRM) processes and employees tap into company systems through Virtual Private Networks (VPN).

For hackers, these well-traveled paths make networks more vulnerable than ever before and with relative little expertise, hackers have significantly impacted the networks of leading brands or government agencies. Cyber-crime is also no longer the prerogative of lone hackers or random attackers. Today disgruntled employees, unethical corporations, even terrorist organizations all look to the internet as a portal to gather sensitive data and instigate economic, social and political disruption. With networks more vulnerable and hackers equipped to cause havoc, it’s no surprise that network attacks are on the rise.

A joint report by [6] indicates that hacking and malware are the most popular attack methods. Malware was a factor in about half of the year 2010 caseload and was responsible for almost 80 percent of lost data. The most common kinds of malware found in the caseload were those involving sending data to an external entity, opening backdoors, and key logger functionalities. At the same time, stolen passwords and credentials are out of control. Ineffective, weak or stolen credentials continue to wreak havoc on enterprise security. Failure to change default credentials remains an issue, particularly in the financial services, retail and hospitality industries.

In order to robustly protect enterprise and government networks against the complete spectrum of threats and vulnerabilities, all three methodologies of intrusion detection must be employed—Signature Detection, Anomaly Detection, and Denial of Service Detection and Prevention. Also, Intrusion Detection System (IDS) must do more than detect attacks: it should enable accurate detection to prevent attacks from reaching and damaging critical network resources and data. Without this range of detection methods—and the performance to accurately prevent attacks—many IDS products are no more than a digital Maginot Line: while they may offer the illusion of protection, when real attacks come, defenses can be circumvented or overrun.

From this, it’s clear that enterprises and government agencies need to step up and deliver innovative solutions that effectively protect their networks from malicious attacks and misuse. The proposed research work is intended to research and develop such innovative solution to provide computer security with the advantages of data mining techniques and sentiment analysis.

2. RELATED WORK
Intrusions and anomalies are two different kinds of traffic events in an open network environment.

In [6], it is stated that Anderson, while introducing the concept of intrusion detection in 1980, in technical report of Computer Security: Threat Monitoring and Surveillance, defined “an intrusion attempt or a threat to be the potential possibility of a deliberate unauthorized attempt to access information, manipulate information, or render a system unreliable or unusable”. Since then, several techniques for detecting intrusions have been studied.
Anomalous scenarios are also used to build classification models to determine the thresholds, which are utilized to determine if an incoming traffic pattern deviates from the normal profiles. Additionally, a network anomaly is revealed if the incoming traffic pattern deviates from the normal profiles significantly.

The [15] paper studied that traditional methods for intrusion detection are based on extensive knowledge of attack signatures that are provided by human experts. The signature database has to be manually revised for each new extension, which is discovered. A significant limitation of signature-based methods is limited to detecting novel attacks. In addition, once a new attack is discovered and its signature developed, often there is a substantial latency in its deployment.

L. Ertoz et al. [17] studied that traditional methods for intrusion detection are based on extensive knowledge of attack signatures that are provided by human experts. The signature database has to be manually revised for each new extension, which is discovered. A significant limitation of signature-based methods is limited to detecting novel attacks. In addition, once a new attack is discovered and its signature developed, often there is a substantial latency in its deployment.

The [4] described Signature-based IDS like SNORT employs a priori knowledge of attack signatures. The signatures are manually constructed by security experts analyzing previous attacks. The collected signatures are used to match with incoming traffic to detect intrusions. These are conventional systems that detect known attacks with low false alarms. However, the signature-based IDS cannot detect unknown attacks without any recollected signatures or lack of attack classifiers.

In [9, 16], it is concluded that signature matching performs well only for single-connection attacks. With the sophistication of attackers, more attacks involve multiple connections. This limits the detection range by signature matching. On the other hand, an anomaly-based system uses a different philosophy. It treats any network connection violating the normal profile as an anomaly.

Anomaly detection tracks events that are inconsistent with or deviate from events that are known or expected [27]. For example, in intrusion detection, anomaly detection system observed activities that deviate significantly from established normal usage profiles. Additionally, a network anomaly is revealed if the incoming traffic pattern deviates from the normal profiles significantly.

The [18] also focused on Network-level signature detection systems generally distinguish attack signature from legitimate traffic patterns by using certain detection thresholds, which are determined by trading off signature detection rates against false alarm rates.

[2] Focused on a detailed comparative study of several anomaly detection schemes for identifying different network intrusions. Several existing supervised and unsupervised anomaly detection schemes for identifying different network intrusions are evaluated on the DARPA 1998 data set of network connections as well as on real network data using existing standard evaluation techniques as well as using several specific metrics that are appropriate when detecting attacks that involve a large number of connections. Here, the experimental results indicate that some anomaly detection schemes appear very promising when detecting novel intrusions in both DARPA ’98 data and real network data. This comparative study concluded that data generated from network traffic monitoring tends to have very high volume, dimensionality and heterogeneity, making the sense of data mining algorithm usage in intrusion detection.

The paper [19] illustrates that through a data mining approach, anomaly detection discovers temporal characteristics of network traffic. This system can detect unknown attacks and handles multi-connection attacks. However, anomaly detection may result in higher false alarms. Both signature-based and anomaly-based IDSs are sensitive to the attack characteristics, system training history, services provided, and underlying network conditions.

Data mining is the latest introduced technology of intrusion detection [20]. Its advantage lies in the fact that it can withdraw the needed and unknown knowledge and regularities from the massive network data and host log data. It is a new attempt to use data mining in achieving network security, both at home and abroad.

Data mining techniques are also used to build classification models from labeled attacks [24]. Based on the in-depth study of existing intrusion detection systems, for the shortcomings of low precision, test result instability and the high false positive rate existed in the current intrusion detection, data mining techniques are applied to intrusion detection systems. According to common intrusion detection framework, an intrusion detection system based on data mining is designed. Experimental results show that this detection scheme can greatly improve the detection rate of intrusion detection system.

It stated earlier, the existing IDS are implemented using either misuse based or anomaly based intrusion detection models. SNORT and Bro are two widely used IDSs that are based on the misuse model [8, 26]. Even along with these IDS implementation models, a method developed for using Bayesian multiple hypothesis tracking to classify intrusion detection system events into attack sequences.
This may be used to reorganize data that is already being collected from intrusion detection systems in order to provide security analysts with a better situational view of what is occurring on their networks [12,13]. By doing so, the actions of individual attackers are made clear so that the proper steps to minimize the potential damage and losses due to attack may be taken as rapidly as possible.

[10] Presents the approach with designing the correlation function of CRIM, a cooperative module for intrusion detection systems. After specifying an attack base in Lambda, the offline correlation process analyzes these attack descriptions to automatically generate a set of correlation rules. The online correlation process then applies these correlation rules on the alerts generated by the IDS to recognize more global attack scenarios.

Other attempts to solve the intrusion detection and response problem are described in [1]. Also describes a system that is able to detect the network intrusion using clustering concept. This unsupervised clustering technique for intrusion detection is used to group behaviors together depending on their similarity and to detect the different behaviors which are then grouped as outliers. It [33] proposed Intrusion detection using sequential pattern mining in the field of information security. This paper first introduces several common sequential pattern mining algorithms, and then expounds its current development with comparisons about the merits and shortcomings with the current mainstream technologies. At the same time, the comprehensive analysis for intrusion behaviors from multiple angles by introducing other data mining techniques with the sequential pattern and implementing multi-level mining is inspected. It is concluded that providing more valuable intrusion information to security administrators and reducing false alarm rate will be also the goal of future research.

Further, this [22] stated that in spite of the significant role of databases in information systems, not enough attention has been paid to intrusion detection in database systems. A limited number of techniques have been proposed in the last few years for the detection of intrusion in databases. Therefore, there is still an urgent need to exert more effort to improve the performance of those systems.

With above survey of various kinds of IDSs and their implementation strategies, it is necessary to understand that Network-based computer systems play increasingly vital roles in modern society and become the targets of intruders. According to the reports studied by [30], due to network security the United States caused economic losses amounting to tens of billions of dollars every year. Much network management center is connected to the Internet and it has been inside and outside hackers or invasion, there have been some vandalism and theft of information network of criminals, it has been on the internal computer system and information network pose the great threat. Regular contact with internal staff within the information and any information security are not careful, and then it can have both the threat. Therefore, the information network must have adequate security measure to ensure that the network of information is confidential, integrated and secured. Therefore, there is a need to find the best ways possible to protect computer network systems. The security of these computer systems is compromised when an intrusion takes place.

So, from this review, it gives the sense of development of single IDS to deal with these threats, so the proposed work intends to solve these problems with building integrated intrusion detection system which will deal with known and unknown kinds of intrusions with enhanced effectiveness.

During these reviews, it is observed that Intrusion prevention has been used to protect computer systems as a first line of defense [31,32]. Intrusion prevention alone is not sufficient because as systems become ever more complex, there are always exploitable weaknesses in the systems due to design and programming errors, or various “socially engineered” penetration techniques.

For the same, one needs to set another wall of protection. So to set prevention from the detected intrusions or attacks, the proposed research work will provide the system which will automatically and systematically build adaptable and extensible intrusion detection system based on data mining concepts and will provide in-built prevention policies in the detection system so that it will reduce network administrator’s system re-configuration efforts. At the same time, effectiveness of proposed system will be applied for false positive or false negative reviews detection [5].

3. OBJECTIVES

It is known that no single technique or technology is the “magic bullet” to guarantee protection against current or future attacks. In order to robustly protect enterprise and government networks against the complete spectrum of threats and vulnerabilities, all three methodologies of intrusion detection must be employed: Signature Detection, Anomaly Detection, and Denial of Service Detection and Prevention. IDS must do more than detect attacks; it should enable accurate detection to prevent attacks from reaching and damaging critical network resources and data. Without this range of detection methods and the performance to accurately prevent attacks, many IDS are no more than a digital Maginot Line. So to handle this, the main objectives of proposed research work are set as:

It gives requirement of IDS system which should do detection of all kinds of known, unknown attacks with minimization of false positives and false negatives rate of detection. Even it is clear that no single technology can provide solution to this problem. The proposed work will integrate Signature Detection, Anomaly Detection methodologies with their merits to address this issue.

To prevent computer and network resources from data loss and damages, provision of prevention steps will be invoked automatically, once known or unknown attack is detected. This is definitely a challenging task and to make this system effective, there is need of techniques to handle large amount of data for any kind of attack detection automatically instead of manually. Data mining (DM) techniques are useful to do such kind of effective knowledge discovery in automated way.

Additionally, it is proposed to make use of sentiment analysis techniques to enhance the performance of proposed system as innovative idea for false positive or false negative opinion detection. In summarized way, the objective of the proposed work is: “How to automatically and systematically build adaptable and extensible advanced intrusion detection system using DM techniques and how to provide in-built prevention policies in the detection system so that it will reduce network
administrator’s system reconfiguration efforts and application of sentiment analysis to enhance its performance.”

4. USEFULNESS

In academic organizations, the proposed research system will be applicable effectively with only permissible software access to registered users in existing organization campus and can prevent important online document access to the outside world.

In IT industries, the proposed system will be useful to isolate the outside world internet access within organization by their employees for applications like e-mail, chat, etc. during working hours and even track of malicious data traffic can be traced and blocked.

For cyber cafe systems too it will be effective system to assign the legal usages of internet to all kinds of users and to identify intruders for their own network.

If it will be integrated with the military security applications, it will be very effective system for nation to trace out cyber-attacks and their impacts rapidly.

From the network administrator’s point of view, it would be very user friendly system to admin their network through the GUI based interface instead of having command-based interface which is almost integral part of today’s existing IDS administration.

This will open up new field / avenue for researchers and technocrats.

5. CONCLUSION

Since the intrusion detection and prevention is such a large subject, there is plenty of scope for its advancements. The proposed system intends to speed up the attack data detection and its prevention could be improved by applying the attack data inference detection. If proposed system would be implemented with this detection capability, then this will be major improvement in security field. Further the system can be improved from intrusion detection and prevention to the generalized cyber security system like existing anti-virus systems. The initial intention of the proposed system is for the small Internet and LANs. It has wide scope to its expansion as well as its application in the diverse field where it could play vital role in the intruder identification process to maintain the security for wired as well as for wireless environment too.
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